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Crossbow sales remain strong as 
more states increase crossbow 
hunting opportunities and 

more hunters, both bowhunters and 
ri� e hunters, are adding crossbows to 
their hunting arsenals. While initially 
the market was made up of primarily 
new buyers, crossbow customers are 
now split between those seeking their 
� rst crossbow and those who already 
own crossbows and are looking to 
upgrade.

One of the main concerns many 
dealers shared when crossbows started 
to surge in sales was that a crossbow 
required few accessories, and therefore 
the crossbow buyer would not be a 
repeat customer. Both of these original 
assumptions proved to be false. Just as 
the number of crossbow manufactur-
ers and models has grown, so has the 
number of accessories targeting the 
crossbow user. While some of these 
items are also used by hunters with 
vertical bows and are simply labeled 
for crossbows, others are designed 
speci� cally for the crossbow hunter. 
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� is combination of customers and the 
variety of available equipment creates 
a very attractive niche market.

Crossbow accessories can be sold 
in several ways. Obviously, the � rst way 
is to a customer as part of his or her 
initial package. Secondly, they can be 
sold as upgrade or add-on items to a 
customer who already has a crossbow.

Most crossbow manufacturers 
o� er a basic package with each of their 
models, normally consisting of a scope, 
quiver, rope cocker, several arrows and 
possibly a pack of broadheads. � ese 
are normally designed as economi-
cally priced starter packages. However, 
many dealers use this same concept 
and add several upgraded packages of 
their own, in which they might include 
a better scope, a higher grade of arrow, 
more arrows, a bow case, etc. � is gives 
them a larger variety of possible com-
binations to o� er the customer allow-
ing him to pick the 
items he wants 
that � t within his 
budget. Another  
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a better scope, a higher grade of arrow, 
more arrows, a bow case, etc. � is gives 
them a larger variety of possible com-
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interesting variation I have seen is 
where the dealer does not o� er a pack-
age but rather o� ers the crossbow at 
a speci� c price and then allows a dis-
count on every accessory purchased 
with the crossbow at the time of initial 
purchase. � is allows the customer to 
design his own package, which nor-
mally results in his buying upgraded 
accessories and also buying a few extra 
items to take advantage of the one-time 
discount.

Another variation on this idea is to 
o� er di� erent discounts on the acces-
sories depending upon the price of 
the crossbow the customer chooses. 
For example, the discount could be 5 
percent on the cheapest crossbow, 10 
percent on the mid-level crossbow and 
15 percent on the high–end crossbow. 
You need to play with the numbers 
between the base price of the bow 
and the discount on the accessories 
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Hawke Sports Optics, which claims 
to be the largest maker of crossbow 
scopes, o� ers a wide assortment of 
scopes in various con� gurations and 
price ranges. The � rm has illuminated 
and non-illuminated scopes as well as 
scopes with magni� cation or zero magni� cation to satisfy vari-
ous state regulations.

Shown here is Hawke’s new 1.5 – 5x32 SR illuminated cross-
bow scope featuring a speed selector dial that adjusts for arrow 
speeds from 250 to 425 fps. This speed selection feature allows 
the user to sight in at two distances and put reticle marks dead on 
every 10 yards. It features the user’s choice of either red or green 
reticles at � ve di� erent intensity levels or black (with power o� ).

TenPoint Crossbows o� ers two scopes in its line up. The 3xPro-
View Scope above is an illuminated 3 power scope with multi-
reticles, dual color and variable intensity. The RangeMaster Pro 
Scope below is also an illuminated multi-reticle dual colored 
scope; plus it features an arrow drop compensation feature for 
bows shooting between 275 and 365 feet per second (FPS).

   Crossbow Accessories    Growing in Importance
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to ensure you are making your need-
ed pro� t margin. Not everyone may 
want to go through the trouble but it 
is an interesting concept and normally 
results in the customer picking more 
expensive crossbow/accessory combi-
nations in order to take advantage of 
the added discount savings.

You will always have the customer 
who is looking for a basic crossbow and 
necessary gear at the lowest possible 
price and is not willing to buy anything 
extra. However, when a vertical bow-
hunter buys a crossbow, he is normally 
eager to buy additional accessories just 
because archers are gadget people. A 
crossover gun hunter comes in with 
the same attitude but for a di� erent 
reason. When a gun hunter buys a gun 
he normally buys a sling, scope, scope 
rings, ammunition, a case, targets and 
maybe even a cleaning rod sized to � t 
the new gun. � ey generally buy every-
thing they need to go to the range and 
shoot and they will bring that same 
attitude with them when buying their 
new crossbow. � e di� erence is they 
don’t really know what they need so the 
dealer who points out the purpose and 
advantages of the accessories is the one 
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who will generate the largest sale. Let’s 
review some of the category groups of 
crossbow accessories available as well 
the advantages and increased perfor-
mance they o� er the crossbow cus-
tomer.

SCOPES
 While scopes have become stan-

dard equipment on crossbows, not all 
scopes are created equal. Most basic 
scopes are single-powered, non-illu-
minated models. � ese are often found 
in basic price point crossbow packages. 
Scopes o� er a great opportunity for a 
new customer upgrade-sale or an add-
on sale for the customer seeking better 
optics for his existing crossbow.

Upgraded scopes may provide 
illuminated crosshairs with a variable 
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intensity which o� ers a great advan-
tage in low-light conditions. While 
most crossbow scopes o� er multiple 
range crosshairs or aiming points, 
they are like ball caps where one size 
� ts all. Customers often assume that 
these aiming points are pre-sighted in 
at 20, 30, 40 yards etc. but the actual 
range depends upon the weight of the 
arrow and speed of the crossbow. � is 
is not a problem unless the customer 
doesn’t understand that each aiming 
point must be sighted in individually so 
the actual range for each mark can be 
determined, recorded and memorized. 
For instance, that basic scope may be 
providing aim points at 21 yards, 29 
yards and 37 yards.

However, crossbow scopes are 
now available that allow the user to set 

the aiming points within 
the scope to exact known 
yardages that directly 
relate to the speed of the 
crossbow in conjunction 
with the weight of the 
arrow being used. Scopes 
with this feature may be 
illuminated and o� er vari-
able intensity. � e wide 
variety of scopes available 
allows the dealer to o� er 
his customers accessory 
choices that satisfy both 
their needs and budgets.

VIBRATION 
AND NOISE 

SUPPRESSORS
While crossbow 

manufacturers have 
come a long way in 
reducing crossbow 
noise, they are still 
a long way from the 
silent weapons often 
depicted in the mov-
ies. Vibration and 
noise suppressors 
are now common on 
most new crossbows 
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For 2012, Truglo introduced its new 
Trajectory Compensating Crossbow Dual 
Color Open Red-Dot sight. The trajectory 
compensation system lets the user click 
to four di� erent descending dot patterns 
to match the trajectory of the crossbow. 
The sight o� ers reticle choices of red and 
green for contrast against any target or 
background and features an adjustable 
rheostat for controlling the brightness of 
the sight.

his customers accessory 
choices that satisfy both 
their needs and budgets.

his customers accessory 
choices that satisfy both 

Vibration dampeners are a great add-on accessory for 
crossbows. Bowjax makes a variety of limb dampeners for 
solid limb or split limb crossbows as well as string silenc-
ers. Shown here is a TenPoint crossbow with a complete 
Bowjax dampener system

ies. Vibration and 
noise suppressors 
are now common on 
most new crossbows 

silent weapons often 
depicted in the mov-

Excalibur Crossbows o� ers a Dissipater Bar and a SS Sound 
Shock Suppression System for its line of crossbows. This com-
bination is designed to eliminate vibration and noise and is a 
popular add-on accessory for many Excalibur customers.

   Crossbow Accessories    Growing in Importance
By John Kasun
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but also make good add-on accesso-
ries for existing crossbows that do not 
have such features or for the crossbow 
shooter who wants to maximize the 
noise and vibration suppression of his 
crossbow. � ese items are quick and 
easy to install and � t virtually every 
model crossbow made.

BROADHEADS
� e basic crossbow design does 

not allow for adjustment of a nocking 
point or arrow rest or for tweaking of 
the draw weight. � is makes it impos-
sible to “tune” a crossbow to obtain 

perfect � ight from a speci� c broad-
head. � erefore, if problems do exist 
with broadhead � ight, it is necessary 
to � nd a broadhead design that is com-
patible with the crossbow being used. 
Due to the power delivered by a cross-
bow, a strong broadhead with thick 
blades is required to avoid breakage 
on impact with heavy bone structure. 
Because crossbow bolts are short in 

TM
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Slick Trick’s XBow broadhead is aimed 
at the crossbow hunter, providing more 
weight for increased FOC and greater 
penetration and downrange accuracy. The 
four bladed XBow comes in both 150 and 
175 grains with a 1-1/8 inch cut.

penetration and downrange accuracy. The 

The Wasp Crossbow Boss (left) has a short 
aerodynamic ferrule with vented blades 
and a 1-1/8 inch cut. Weighing in at 100 
grains, it is designed for the crossbow 
shooter who prefers a light arrow and 
maximum speed. The Wasp Sledgehammer 
(right) features a solid steel ferrule and is 
tipped with a stainless steel trocar tip.

Excalibur’s all stainless steel Boltcutter 
broadhead is 150 grains with a 1-1/16 
inch cut and a bone smashing tip. The 150 
grain head has a 1-1/16 cutting diameter 
and increases the arrow’s FOC for better 
penetration and improved downrange 
� ight.

The Wasp Crossbow Boss (left) has a short 

maximum speed. The Wasp Sledgehammer 
(right) features a solid steel ferrule and is 

Muzzy’s three-bladed CrossKill has a 
1-3/16 inch cut. It is available in both 125 
and 150 grains and is capable of handling 
crossbow speeds up to 400 fps.

not allow for adjustment of a nocking 
point or arrow rest or for tweaking of 

The Ultra-X Crossbow Silencing System 
from LimbSaver is available for both split 
and solid limb crossbows. The kit contains 
limb dampeners, string silencers, and a  
bolt retention spring dampener. There are 
also dampeners that mount on the foot 
stirrup to help tame noise and vibration.

BROADHEADS perfect � ight from a speci� c broad-

and solid limb crossbows. The kit contains 

bolt retention spring dampener. There are 

For those crossbow hunters who prefer a mechanical head, NAP o� ers its Spit� re series 
including the Spit� re Maxx, weighing in at 125 grains with a cutting diameter of 1-3/4 
inches. Also available is the two-bladed F.O.C. (Freaking Outrageous Cut) with .039 thick 
blades and a 3 inch cut, weighing in at 170 grains. The F.O.C. increases the bolt’s FOC to 
between 15 and 20 percent on average.
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comparison to a conventional arrow 
more up front weight (often referred to 
as front of center balance or just FOC) 
improves � ight, penetration and accu-
racy. For this reason, many broadheads 

designed speci� cally for crossbows are 
in the 125 to 150 grain or higher weight 
ranges. Gun hunters who are buying 
a crossbow will ask for recommenda-
tions on broadheads, as they have no 
experience on which to base a deci-
sion, while bowhunters may assume 
what works in their vertical bow will 
also work well in their crossbow, some-
thing that may or may not be true. 
Stocking broadheads designed speci� -
cally for the crossbow and being able to 
explain the di� erence is a sure way to 
increase accessory sales.

COCKING AIDS
Modern crossbows with their 

high draw weights and narrow front 
pro� les are di�  cult to cock by hand. 
Even someone rugged enough to do 
it may end up cocking o�  center and 
adversely a� ecting accuracy. A stan-
dard rope cocker reduces the e� ort by 
about 50 percent but requires a user 
to pull the handles twice as far as the 
string moves. � at can be a di�  cult feat 
for the smaller-frame shooter as well as 
seniors. Almost every crossbow manu-
facturer also o� ers a built-in or add-on 

experience on which to base a deci-
sion, while bowhunters may assume 
what works in their vertical bow will 
also work well in their crossbow, some-
thing that may or may not be true. 
Stocking broadheads designed speci� -
cally for the crossbow and being able to 
explain the di� erence is a sure way to 
increase accessory sales.

Available in 100 and 125 grain weights, 
the new Rage Crossbow broadheads 
deliver consistent arrow � ight and a cut-
ting diameter of 1-3/4 inches. The SlipCam 
rear-blade-deployment system used in 
the Rage Crossbow broadhead o� ers 
fully deployed blades immediately upon 
impact. The Rage Crossbow broadheads 
are recognizable by their lustrous orange 
color and are sold in packs of three with a 
free practice head.

 Grim Reaper’s X-Bow crossbow broad-
head is available either in the Razorcut SS 
with a re-sharpenable tip or as a Razortip. 
Both come in weights of 100 or 125 grains 
with a 1-1/2 inch cut. The new X-Bow head 
features a stronger spring to assure that 
the blades remain closed, even when shot 
at speeds up to 450 fps. A practice head 
of the same weight and physical pro� le is 
included with each pack of three.
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mechanical crank version for its bows,  
which makes the cocking of the cross-
bow fairly easy for anyone regardless 
of physical limitations or strength. It is 
advisable to stock a mechanical cock-
ing aid or two for the people requiring 
or desiring the additional help it pro-
vides. Having a mechanical cocker on 
hand might save a sale for a customer 
who lacks su�  cient strength to use 
a rope cocker. (Barnett deserves the 
credit for introducing these aids.)

mechanical crank version for its bows,  
which makes the cocking of the cross-
bow fairly easy for anyone regardless 
of physical limitations or strength. It is 
advisable to stock a mechanical cock-
ing aid or two for the people requiring 

TARGETS
One of the basic questions to ask 

every new crossbow shooter is if he has 
an adequate target. � e chances are 
excellent that any gun hunter cross-
ing over will not have a target but may 
think he just needs a bale of straw from 
the local feed store. While a vertical 
bow shooter may have a target, that 
target may not be su�  cient to stop a 
high speed, heavy bolt from a cross-
bow. Remember, the customer needs 
about 10 inches of shaft protruding to 
provide something to grip with both 

excellent that any gun hunter cross-
ing over will not have a target but may 
think he just needs a bale of straw from 
the local feed store. While a vertical 
bow shooter may have a target, that 
target may not be su�  cient to stop a 

hands while pulling arrows. Almost 100 
percent of crossbow sales are preceded 
by a demo. Keeping some crossbow 
targets on hand in your range or demo 
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The new Rinehart X-Bow Unloader 
doubles as a take-anywhere practice 
target or as a discharge crossbow target. 
Lightweight and compact, it tips the scale 
at 7 pounds and is 9 inches in diameter. 
Rinehart’s self-healing foam takes cross-
bow punishment from even the fastest 
crossbow. Just toss it by the rope carrying 
handle and shoot.

The Block Black Crossbow target is 
improved with specially created high-
contrast target patterns on all four sides 
for better visual acquisition. Unchanged is 
its special high-density formula of propri-
etary PolyFusion which has been tested to 
stop arrows traveling in excess of 400 fps.

for better visual acquisition. Unchanged is 

etary PolyFusion which has been tested to 

The Cube Hybrid from American Whitetail 
combines a laminated foam shell with 
a rotatable inner compression core. The 
Hybrid Cube stops arrows much like a 
bag target only the foam shell holds the 
compression core in place, while securing 
� eld tipped arrows or bolts for scoring. The 
inner compression core can be removed 
and replaced with a foam broadhead core 
making it a dual purpose target.

mechanical crank version for its bows,  mechanical crank version for its bows,  

every new crossbow shooter is if he has 
an adequate target. � e chances are 
excellent that any gun hunter cross-
ing over will not have a target but may 
think he just needs a bale of straw from 
the local feed store. While a vertical 
bow shooter may have a target, that bow shooter may have a target, that 
target may not be su�  cient to stop a 
high speed, heavy bolt from a cross-

Excalibur’s C2 Cocking Crank is the 
perfect solution for hunters who have dif-
� culty drawing high poundage crossbows. 
The C2 Crank dramatically reduces the 
e� ort required to draw any of Excalibur’s 
models, as well as guaranteeing consistent 
string alignment. It attaches and detaches 
in seconds and when the bow is cocked 
it can be carried separately in a pack or 
pocket. Most manufacturers o� er mechan-
ical cocking devices for their crossbows 
and most of these devices are designed to 
� t only that manufacturer’s brand.

TARGETS� culty drawing high poundage crossbows. 

The Cross Rope Cocking Device with 
Multi-tool’s innovative design is easy to 
adjust to any crossbow on the market. It 
features comfortable, soft-touch handles 
while providing a solid connection to the 
string for maximum safety. It also con-
tains 4 Allen keys (5/16, 3/16, 3 mm and    
6 mm) for use on most crossbows.

ing aid or two for the people requiring 
or desiring the additional help it pro-
vides. Having a mechanical cocker on 
hand might save a sale for a customer 
who lacks su�  cient strength to use 
a rope cocker. (Barnett deserves the 

of physical limitations or strength. It is 
advisable to stock a mechanical cock-
ing aid or two for the people requiring 

provide something to grip with both provide something to grip with both 

Shown at right, the Big Green crossbow 
target from Big Green Targets is 24 by 24 
inches square and 13 inches deep with 
shooting faces front and back. It is capa-
ble of stopping crossbow bolts traveling 
up to 400 fps and allows easy one-handed 
arrow removal. Big Green also o� ers a 
12 by 12 inch crossbow discharge target 
which is ideal for unloading a crossbow at 
the end of the day’s hunt.

One of the basic questions to ask 
every new crossbow shooter is if he has 
an adequate target. � e chances are 
excellent that any gun hunter cross-

every new crossbow shooter is if he has 
an adequate target. � e chances are 
excellent that any gun hunter cross- hands while pulling arrows. Almost 100 hands while pulling arrows. Almost 100 

TenPoint Crossbow’s ACUrope is a 
retractable crossbow rope-cocker. The 
rope automatically retracts into one half 
of the housing when the user is � nished 
cocking the bow and the two halves clip 
together and slide into a holster that can 
be easily fastened to a belt or backpack. 
The unit is handy, yet out of the way while 
shooting and the retractable feature pre-
vents the rope from becoming tangled.

TenPoint Crossbow’s ACUrope is a 
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area is a great way to bring up the sub-
ject as well as illustrate the di� erence 
between a good crossbow target and a 
poor one.

Aside from a practice target, a dis-
charge target is a handy, if not a “must-
have”, accessory for safely unloading a 

According to Morrell, its 20x20x16 inch 
Yellow Jacket Crossbow F/P (Field Point) 
target is designed to take the abuse from 
today’s high-tech crossbows, regardless 
of speed. Its patented design with 52 lay-
ers of material stops all bolts dead in their 
tracks, yet allows for 
easy arrow withdrawal. 
Morrell’s Yellow Jacket 
Final Shot Crossbow 
Discharge Target mea-
sures 10 inches by 16 
inches by 8 inches. 
This compact and por-
table target is ideal for 
unloading a crossbow.

Masko Outdoor Gear recently intro-
duced The Bolt. The Bolt is a quick release 
crossbow backpack that securely holds 
the crossbow but also allows easy access 
to the bow without having to remove the 
pack. Activate one quick-release buckle 
and the bow is in your hand. The pack 
also has a fully adjustable stock strap that 
adjusts to � t a wide variety of di� erent 
manufacturers’ crossbow styles.
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crossbow after the hunt. In either case, 
having some crossbow targets on hand 
will stimulate crossbow target sales.

LIGHTED NOCKS
Lighted nocks are not only a terri� c 

accessory to sell the crossbow shooter 
but in many ways they are the easiest. 
Crossbow bolts are very di�  cult to see 
under any conditions and normally 
almost impossible to see under hunt-
ing conditions. � e shortness of the 
bolt adds to the 
problem, as it 
tends to “bury” 
itself in the 
ground, making 
verifying a hit 
or miss di�  cult 

crossbow after the hunt. In either case, 
having some crossbow targets on hand 

Lighted nocks are not only a terri� c 
accessory to sell the crossbow shooter 
but in many ways they are the easiest. 
Crossbow bolts are very di�  cult to see 
under any conditions and normally 
almost impossible to see under hunt-
ing conditions. � e shortness of the 

at times. A lighted nock can normally 
verify visually to the shooter a hit or 
miss; plus it makes the arrow easier to 
� nd.

 A sure � re way to demonstrate the 
value of lighted nocks is to have the 
customer � re one as his last shot in the 
demonstration. A lighted nock scream-
ing downrange or glowing like a torch 
sticking out of a target is a real attention 
getter. Each time I use them in a cross-
bow demonstration, you can almost 
hear the air being sucked out of the 
room. A minute spent demonstrating a 
lighted nock is worth an hour of trying 

at times. A lighted nock can normally 
verify visually to the shooter a hit or 
miss; plus it makes the arrow easier to 

to explain why they are important. 
Lighted nocks also lead to additional 
future sales of replacement batteries. It 
is a win-win accessory sale.crossbow after the hunt. In either case, crossbow after the hunt. In either case, 

at times. A lighted nock can normally 
verify visually to the shooter a hit or verify visually to the shooter a hit or 
miss; plus it makes the arrow easier to 
� nd.

Spyderweb Targets o� ers portable targets 
in a variety of sizes between 14 and 30 
inches square. These (� eld point only) tar-
gets are capable of stopping arrows from 
the most powerful crossbows while allow-
ing easy two-� nger extraction. Each target 
has two di� erent shooting faces, front and 
back. While the 14 inch size makes a great 
camp target, it also serves well as a dis-
charge target.

Spyderweb Targets o� ers portable targets 

inches square. These (� eld point only) tar-

the most powerful crossbows while allow-
ing easy two-� nger extraction. Each target 
has two di� erent shooting faces, front and has two di� erent shooting faces, front and 
back. While the 14 inch size makes a great back. While the 14 inch size makes a great 

The Delta McKenzie ShotBlocker features the company’s Welded-Core technology, pro-
viding a tougher target in which the layered sheets can’t shift, move or fall apart. The 
targets can be shot on all four sides and the foam slivering that occurs on many layered 
targets is greatly reduced. The ShotBlocker is rated up to 400 fps. Delta/McKenzie also 
o� ers a lightweight and easily portable bag crossbow discharge target that measures 12 
by 12 by 12 inches. The discharge target is shown at right.

itself in the 
ground, making 
verifying a hit 
or miss di�  cult 

The SteddyEddy from TenPoint Crossbows is a telescoping two-
section mono-pod that provides increased accuracy while the hunter 

is sitting or standing. It attaches directly to 
the crossbow and can be mounted on any 
TenPoint crossbow built after 1999.
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Lighted nocks are a must-have accessory 
for crossbows. They help identify a hit or 
a miss as well as aid in locating the bolt. 
Burt Coyote o� ers its Lumenok in either a 
complete crossbow bolt or as an individual 
nock sized to � t the most popular bolts. 
The Lumenok is available in either a � at or 
crescent pro� le. All Lumenoks now come 
with replaceable batteries.

Lighted nocks are a must-have accessory Lighted nocks are a must-have accessory 

complete crossbow bolt or as an individual 

The Lumenok is available in either a � at or 

Lighted nocks by Firenock require no 
magnets or physical arrow contact to 
“turn on”. The Firenock detects the accel-
eration of the arrow, which starts a timed 
lighting circuit. Firenocks are available for 
crossbow bolts with � at or nock ends. They 
come in a wide variety of colors and bat-
teries are easy to replace.

 At left, these 
“shooting sticks” 
from Vanguard 
(available in 
mono-pods or bi-
pods and in vari-
ous heights) are 
normally associ-
ated with ri� e 
shooters but they 
serve equally well 
for crossbows.

 A sure � re way to demonstrate the 
value of lighted nocks is to have the 
customer � re one as his last shot in the 
demonstration. A lighted nock scream-
ing downrange or glowing like a torch 
sticking out of a target is a real attention 
getter. Each time I use them in a cross-
bow demonstration, you can almost 
hear the air being sucked out of the 
room. A minute spent demonstrating a 
lighted nock is worth an hour of trying 

 A sure � re way to demonstrate the 
value of lighted nocks is to have the 

is a win-win accessory sale.is a win-win accessory sale.

The Trigger Stick 
(right) from Primos 
comes in mono and 
bipod models and 
features a quick 
release trigger for 
instant and e� ortless 
height adjustments. 
The Trigger Stick 
is available in two 
di� erent lengths to 
suit either sitting or 
standing positions.
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PORTABLE RESTS
� e one constant comment regard-

ing crossbows is the fact that they are 
heavy. Manufacturers have been work-
ing to reduce the overall weight with 
new physical designs and materials, 
mainly carbon rails and risers. � e new 
reverse draw technology developed by 
Scorpyd Crossbows and licensed by 
several manufacturers has drastically 
improved the balance of the cross-
bow, making it more comfortable, but 
weight is still an issue for some, espe-
cially younger or weaker shooters.

To resolve this weight concern,  
some manufacturers are offering 
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built-in or add-on shooting sticks or 
supports. Also available are gun acces-
sories that are applicable for use with 
crossbows. Coming in monopods, 
bipods and tripods, these portable rests 
are a great option for the hunter who 
desires the additional support required 
for a steady shot.

SLINGS AND CARRIERS
Due to their physical design, cross-

bows can be somewhat cumbersome to 
carry a� eld. A good sling that spreads 
the load over the shoulder or shoul-
ders makes the chore of transporting 

built-in or add-on shooting sticks or 
supports. Also available are gun acces-
sories that are applicable for use with 
crossbows. Coming in monopods, 
bipods and tripods, these portable rests 
are a great option for the hunter who 
desires the additional support required 

Due to their physical design, cross-
bows can be somewhat cumbersome to 
carry a� eld. A good sling that spreads 
the load over the shoulder or shoul-
ders makes the chore of transporting 

a crossbow a lot easier. 
In addition to slings, 
several manufacturers 
also offer backpack- 
style carriers, which not 
only allow for carrying 
the crossbow vertically 
between the shoulders but also have 
pockets for additional gear.

Even after hunting with a crossbow 
for a short time, the user will see the 
need for an upgraded system to carry 
his crossbow. Don’t overlook these 
easy selling opportunities.

built-in or add-on shooting sticks or built-in or add-on shooting sticks or 

between the shoulders but also have 

PORTABLE RESTS

The X-Bolt sling by GamePlan Gear dis-
tributes the weight of the crossbow over 
both shoulders while the crossbow hangs 
to the side. The sling quickly attaches and 
detaches.

built-in or add-on shooting sticks or built-in or add-on shooting sticks or a crossbow a lot easier. built-in or add-on shooting sticks or 

The Backpacker 
Crossbow and 
Gun Sling from 
Heavy Hauler 
uses a Realtree 
� nished webbing 
of nylon and neo-
prene rubber for 
hands-free trans-
portation of the 
crossbow. The 
dual shoulder 
design centers 
the weight on 
your back.

The Backpacker 

� nished webbing 
of nylon and neo-
prene rubber for 
hands-free trans-

The Kodiak Sling from 
LimbSaver has built-in 
Navcom ridges to ensure 
the crossbow stays in 
place even under rough 
travel conditions. The 3-D 
self-balancing swivels 
allow the sling to con-
tour to � t the shoulder 
for maximum comfort. 
A built-in Navcom hand 
grip at the bottom of the 
sling provides a solid 
comfortable grip for 
maximum control.

Interested in becoming a 
dealer, contact Arrow Precision

MSRP $579.99

MSRP $499.99MSRP

Interested in becoming a 
dealer, contact Arrow Precision
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MAINTENANCE ITEMS
While a crossbow requires little 

actual maintenance, this is another area 
of potential accessory sales. Crossbow 
strings take a lot of abuse and should 
be waxed periodically and in order 
to do this a good, easy to apply string 
cleaner and wax are required. A rail 
lubricant should also be applied peri-
odically to the crossbow rail to reduce 
friction and ensure shot to shot consis-
tency. � ese items can easily be sold as 
part of the initial sale of any new cross-
bow as well as be available for repeat 

sales for ongoing 
maintenance. It is 
important and rec-
ommended that the 

While a crossbow requires little 
actual maintenance, this is another area 
of potential accessory sales. Crossbow 
strings take a lot of abuse and should 
be waxed periodically and in order 
to do this a good, easy to apply string 
cleaner and wax are required. A rail 
lubricant should also be applied peri-
odically to the crossbow rail to reduce 

necessity of these items be explained 
to the customer at the time of the sale. 
A dry string and rail can damage the 
serving in just a few shots, and if a 
shooter would continue without lubri-
cation a broken string and damaged 
crossbow could be the result.

CROSSBOW CASES
Hard or soft crossbow cases can 

pretty much store and protect a cross-
bow, arrows, quiver and most minor 
accessories. While you will not neces-
sarily sell a case with every crossbow, 
you will sell even less if you don’t have 
them in stock or make the customer 
aware of their advantages. Most manu-
facturers o� er cases for their crossbows 
while a few case manufacturers o� er 
cases that � t the majority of major 
brands. If you can � nd a “universal” 

Hard or soft crossbow cases can 
pretty much store and protect a cross-
bow, arrows, quiver and most minor 
accessories. While you will not neces-
sarily sell a case with every crossbow, 
you will sell even less if you don’t have 
them in stock or make the customer 
aware of their advantages. Most manu-
facturers o� er cases for their crossbows 
while a few case manufacturers o� er 
cases that � t the majority of major 
brands. If you can � nd a “universal” 

case to � t the brands you carry, you can 
reduce inventory cost and service more 
customers with the same SKU.

ARROWS
We seldom think of arrows as 

accessories as they are obviously a key 
component when shooting a bow, or 
in this case, as a bolt when shooting a 
crossbow. � ey are listed here, how-
ever, because over the past year or 
two the choices in crossbow bolts have 
increased dramatically, making them 
an upgradable component for both 
new and established shooters.

Available in aluminum, carbon, 
composite and layered aluminum/

to the customer at the time of the sale. 

maintenance. It is 
important and rec-
ommended that the 

composite and layered aluminum/

necessity of these items be explained necessity of these items be explained 

Atsko o� ers its 
UV Killer Bow 
String wax in 
both Mathews 
and Atsko labels. 
This natural 
beeswax con-
tains an ultra-
violet absorbent 
dye and is 
suitable for all 
synthetic and natural bowstrings. The 
wax reduces fraying and wear common 
in crossbow strings. It also kills the glow 
from any brighteners used in some of the 
new multi-colored string materials.

MAINTENANCE ITEMS

to the customer at the time of the sale. 
A dry string and rail can damage the 
serving in just a few shots, and if a 
shooter would continue without lubri-
cation a broken string and damaged 
crossbow could be the result.

pretty much store and protect a cross-
bow, arrows, quiver and most minor bow, arrows, quiver and most minor 
accessories. While you will not neces-
sarily sell a case with every crossbow, 

to the customer at the time of the sale. 
A dry string and rail can damage the 

The Crossbow Care Kit from Scorpion 
Venom contains a tube of Crossbow Rail 
Lube and Polymeric Bowstring Fluid for 
the maintenance of the crossbow, as 
well as Target Release Fluid, which when 
applied to a crossbow bolt eases the e� ort 
required to pull the bolt from a target. 
The kit makes a great add-on sale. The 
Crossbow Rail Lube is also available sepa-
rately and is a potential sale with every 
crossbow.

to the customer at the time of the sale. 
A dry string and rail can damage the 
serving in just a few shots, and if a 
shooter would continue without lubri-
cation a broken string and damaged 
shooter would continue without lubri-
cation a broken string and damaged 

case to � t the brands you carry, you can case to � t the brands you carry, you can 

necessity of these items be explained 

The Manta crossbow case from Plano fea-
tures the company’s patented PillarLock 
system for crush-proof protection. The 
Plano Manta is designed for versatility, 
meaning most any style of crossbow can 
be secured down into the high-density 
foam padding. Its multiple tie-down loca-
tions and straps � t crossbows of all sizes 
and shapes. The Manta’s “tail” adjusts as 
necessary for long and short tail stocks, 
further adding to the � exibility of this 
case.
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The new X-Bolt Crossbow Case from 
GamePlan Gear is a rugged crossbow case 
with backpack versatility. This case has 
mesh pockets with draw cords for acces-
sories and a zippered arrow quiver pocket. 
It is designed to accept crossbows with 
scopes or red dot optics. Military-style 
grab handles and built-in backpack straps 
make it a breeze to carry.

GamePlan Gear is a rugged crossbow case 

sories and a zippered arrow quiver pocket. 

grab handles and built-in backpack straps 

The new 2SKB-8010-M Crossbow case from SKB is Air Transport Association rated and 
molded of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) in OD Green. It has rigid molded EPS foam 
inserts and stylish embossing that adds structural support to the lid. The case features 
heavy duty hinges and metal twist latches to provide a tight and secure � t to prevent 
dirt, dust and moisture from getting into the interior of the case. A convenient top 
handle and wheels make transport easy. The interior is longer than the original Hunter 
Crossbow case providing extended capacity to accommodate larger scopes and longer 
crossbows. Interior Velcro straps and compression pads secure equipment to prevent 
movement inside the case. The case � ts most popular brands of crossbows. SKB also 
o� ers a soft crossbow case (at right).
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carbon, crossbow bolts are now avail-
able with stainless steel or brass 
inserts. As with heavier broadheads, 
this approach adds more weight to the 
front of the bolt, thus increasing the 
FOC. Bolt � etching, which at one time 
was standard at 5 inches in length, is 
now more common at 4 inches and is 
going down with 3-inch vanes estab-
lishing a solid foothold. Blazer-style 
vanes are now also entering the bolt 
market. Smaller and lighter vanes 
mean less weight at the rear of the 
arrow, which again increases the bolt’s 
FOC, which is highly desirable for 
increased accuracy and penetration. 
Shorter vanes also make it possible 
to apply a helical orientation to the 
vane and still allow the vane to � t into 
the crossbow track, which was impos-
sible with longer vanes. � e helical on 
the vane increases the bolt’s rotation 
and stability, resulting in tighter groups 
and improved downrange accuracy. 
All of these variations actually make 
more work for the dealer but they also 
give the customer more choices and 
more reasons to try new and di� erent 
options.

DISPLAYS
Grouping like items is a common 

practice in a retail shop, such as put-
ting all bows together, all quivers in 
the same location, sights at the same 
counter, broadheads on the same wall 
display, etc. However, it is a good idea 
to alter that a little when it comes to 
crossbow displays. If room is available, 
it helps to build a display of crossbows 
and crossbow-related accessories that 
is as complete as possible. For exam-
ple, while you may have a comprehen-
sive broadhead display in one section 
of your shop, it is a good idea to put a 
speci� c display of the broadheads you 
recommend for use with your cross-
bows in the crossbow display area as 
well.

When a new customer is looking 

carbon, crossbow bolts are now avail-
able with stainless steel or brass 
inserts. As with heavier broadheads, 
this approach adds more weight to the 
front of the bolt, thus increasing the 
FOC. Bolt � etching, which at one time 
was standard at 5 inches in length, is 
now more common at 4 inches and is 
going down with 3-inch vanes estab-
lishing a solid foothold. Blazer-style 
vanes are now also entering the bolt 
market. Smaller and lighter vanes 
mean less weight at the rear of the 
arrow, which again increases the bolt’s 
FOC, which is highly desirable for 
increased accuracy and penetration. 
Shorter vanes also make it possible 
to apply a helical orientation to the 
vane and still allow the vane to � t into 
the crossbow track, which was impos-
sible with longer vanes. � e helical on 
the vane increases the bolt’s rotation 

for a crossbow, it makes it easier to 
review with him his options in one area 
as opposed to running all over the shop. 
It also trains the customer to associate 
items displayed in the crossbow area 
as items he should consider. While you 
might not want to have two target dis-
plays in your shop, you might want 
to consider putting a crossbow target 
and/or a discharge target on display in 
your crossbow area. A new customer 
coming in will quickly realize he or she 
also needs a target and that you have 
some choices available. However, an 
experienced crossbow customer may 
come in and go directly to the target 
display if he needs a new target. Adding 
associated items to your crossbow dis-
play is a simple marketing technique 
that helps increase accessory sales.
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SUMMARY
� e accessory categories men-

tioned and the manufacturers high-
lighted are by no means a complete 
listing of the crossbow accessories on 
the market. Be on the lookout for other 
good products. Something as simple 
as an arrow puller is a great example. 
Most archers will just come in and 
readily pick up such an accessory while 
a new “non-archer” crossbow custom-
er probably is not even aware there 
is such a thing. Taking a little time to 
expose and educate your new cross-
bow customer to the variety of asso-
ciated equipment will establish your 
shop, in the customer’s mind, as a true 
pro-shop and center of knowledge as 
well as his main source of equipment.

About the Author: In addition 
to his duties with ArrowTrade, John 
Kasun is an outdoor seminar speaker 
and a business consultant with experi-
ence in corporations large and small. 
He can be reached at 126 Acorn Lane, 
Duncansville, PA 16635. His number is 
(814) 695-5784 and the email address is 
kasun@atlanticbb.net.
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For 2012 Victory Archery announced its new VAP VooDoo, an innovative, high perfor-
mance bolt for the crossbow enthusiast. The VAP VooDoo starts with the ultra-small 
diameter VAP carbon shaft, which features exclusive Rail Ryder technology that is 
designed so the bolt has only two contact points on the crossbow rail. The smooth ICE 
coating aids penetration and reduces the force needed to remove the bolt from a target.
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